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Galaxies and Dark Matter●

● Introduction to Special Relativity

● Falling with Drag (again)



Fdrag = -bv (low speed)
    
 low speed vterminal = mg/b

 Fdrag = -kv2 (high speed),  k=ρACd/2
     where ρ=density of air,  A=area of object,

   and Cd=drag coefficient ~1, g=10 m/s2 
 high speed vterminal = [mg/k]1/2 = [2mg/ρACd]1/2 

Animals all have density about the same as water,         
~1 g/cm3.  Suppose an animal has linear dimension L.  
Then m~L3 while A~L2, so vterminal~L1/2.  A mouse has 
L~5 cm and a human has L~1 m, so the ratio of their L1/2 
is ~201/2~4.5, which is also the ratio of their terminal 
velocities. For a skydiver, vterminal ~ 70 m/s ~ 250 km/hr.  
But a parachute (A -->100 A) can slow vterminal to ~ 7 m/s.

Drag at Low and High Speeds



Drag at High Speeds (from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_%28physics%29 )

9 m/s.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_%28physics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_%28physics%29


Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity



Special Relativity is based on two postulates:

1. The Principle of Relativity:  If a system of 
coordinates K is chosen so that, in relation to it, 
physical laws hold good in their simplest form 
[i.e., K is an inertial reference system], the same 
laws hold good in relation to any other system 
of coordinates K' moving in uniform translation 
relatively to K.  

2. Invariance of the speed of light:  Light in 
vacuum propagates with the speed c in terms of 
any system of inertial coordinates, regardless of 
the state of motion of the light source.



Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity

http://physics.ucsc.edu/~snof/er.html

http://physics.ucsc.edu/~snof/er.html
http://physics.ucsc.edu/~snof/er.html


Lightcone of Past and Future

each circle on the 
past light cone 
represents a 
sphere 
surrounding us

When we look 
out in space we 
look back in 
time…



• Types of Galaxies Nearby – Ellipticals, Spirals, Irregulars

 • Stellar Motions in Elliptical and Spiral Galaxies

 • Interpreting Images of Galaxies

 • Dark Matter in Galaxies and Galaxy Clusters

 • What is the Dark Matter? – Bad and Good Suspects

 • How Much Dark Matter – Implications for Fate of Universe

Galaxies & 
Dark Matter

by Joel R. Primack



The 
Hubble 
Deep 
Field 
North



a more recent Hubble Space 
Telescope Picture

Hubble Ultra Deep Field



Galaxies are Like Coins Tossed Up in the Air
Some face-on, Some edge-on, Most in-between



Hubble’s Tuning-Fork Diagram of Galaxy Types 

more elongated

bulge less prominent, arms more open



Stellar
Motions 

in 
Elliptical
Galaxies

Stars in elliptical galaxies
move in all directions

on irregular orbits



Stellar Motions in Spiral Galaxies

stars in disk move together

in nearly circular orbits 

bulges are like elliptical galaxies



Density 
Waves 
Make 
Spiral 
Arms



Dust in the plane of edge-on spiral galaxy



Ultraviolet light 
shows where 

massive young hot 
stars are forming

Red giants 
show where 

older stars are

Glowing clouds of 
hydrogen trace 

massive star 
formation



Rotation 
Curves

Solar System

Milky Way

v = [GM/r]1/2

v ≈ constant 



Galaxies are held together by dark matter

If mass were distributed 
like light, density 
distribution would look 
like this

and rotation curve 
would look like this

Actual rotation curve

Indicates 
invisible 
matter at 
large radii





“The Case 
of the 
Dark 

Matter”
from World Book 

Science Year 1990

by Joel R. Primack



Evidence for dark matter





Most of the Mass is in the 
Dark Matter Halo

(denser in center)



The Milky Way Within Its Dark Matter Halo



Gravitational Lensing Confirms Dark 
Matter in Galaxy Clusters 



Jupiter-sized objects are not good dark matter suspects 



Black Holes are not good suspects either



Photon, Z, and Higgs Supersymmetric Partners 
(Photino, Zino, Higgsino)    are   Prime Suspects



Supersymmetry is the basis of most attempts, such as 
superstring theory, to go beyond the current “Standard 
Model” of particle physics.  Heinz Pagels and Joel 
Primack first pointed out in 1982 that the lightest 
supersymmetric partner particle is a good candidate 
for the dark matter particles – weakly interacting 
massive particles (WIMPs).

Michael Dine and others pointed out that the axion, a 
particle needed to save the strong interactions from 
violating CP symmetry, could also be the dark matter 
particle.  Searches for both are underway.



Experiments are Underway for Detection of WIMPs



and also AXIONs

The diagram at right 
shows the layout of the 

axion search experiment 
now underway at the 

University of Washington.  
Axions would be detected 

as extra photons in the 
Microwave Cavity.



Supersymmetric WIMPs
When the British physicist Paul Dirac first combined Special Relativity with quantum 
mechanics, he found that this predicted that for every ordinary particle like the electron, there 
must be another particle with the opposite electric charge – the anti-electron (positron).  
Similarly, corresponding to the proton there must be an anti-proton.  Supersymmetry appears to 
be required to combine General Relativity (our modern theory of space, time, and gravity) with 
the other forces of nature (the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions).  The 
consequence is another doubling of the number of particles, since supersymmetry predicts that 
for every particle that we now know, including the antiparticles, there must be another, thus far 

undiscovered particle with the same electric charge but with spin differing by half a unit.  
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Supersymmetric WIMPs, continued

Spin is a fundamental property of elementary particles.  Matter 
particles like electrons and quarks (protons and neutrons are 
each made up of three quarks) have spin ½, while force 
particles like photons, W,Z, and gluons have spin 1.  The 
supersymmetric partners of electrons and quarks are called 
selectrons and squarks, and they have spin 0.  The 
supersymmetric partners of the force particles are called the 
photino, Winos, Zino, and gluinos, and they have spin ½, so 
they might be matter particles.  The lightest of these particles 
might be the photino.  Whichever is lightest should be stable, 
so it is a natural candidate to be the dark matter WIMP.  
Supersymmetry does not predict its mass, but it must be more 
than 50 times as massive as the proton since it has not yet been 
produced at accelerators.  But it will be soon, if it exists!





We now know that there is not nearly enough matter for a big crunch.


